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LOGLINE
Mehmood, an Asian immigrant in Dubai struggles to meet his monthly 

sales target due to his lack of skills in communicating in a popular 

language (in this case English) and thus risks losing his job while, a 

thousand miles away, his wife waits for him to send across the money 

for her daughter’s education.

“Mein, Mehmood” (I am, Mehmood) is a film that is dedicated to the life 

of hardworking immigrants all over the world. The film traces the life of 

Mehmood, a simple middle-aged immigrant from the Indian 

subcontinent who has left immigrated to Middle East to provide a better 

life for his family. 

A tele-caller with a tourism company that is badly hit by the pandemic, 

Mehmood, struggles to meet monthly sales targets. His inability in 

speaking the English language limits his ability to converse with 

potential clients, thus putting his job in jeopardy. Back in a village in his 

country of origin, his wife waits for him to send across money for their 

daughter’s education. 

SYNOPSIS



OFFICIAL TRAILER

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PPuGU77l1bY


CELEBRITY REVIEWS

GULSHAN DEVAIAH, CELEBRITY INDIAN ACTORLUCKY ALI, RENOWNED SINGER & ACTOR

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FRjQ06SarM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k81eKdXBgVU


CELEBRITY REVIEWS

SHANVI SRI, CELEBRITY INDIAN ACTORPRASAD BIDAPA, CELEBRITY FASHION STYLIST & CHOREOGRAPHER

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPbpMAFERXE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tNKL0-BmR_k


CELEBRITY REVIEWS

NASEEF YUSUF IZUDDIN, INDIAN DIRECTORNEERAJ SHARMA, HON. CONSUL GENERAL

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GfGR5kulG-w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIVMwvY7zNk


CELEBRITY REVIEWS

ABHISHEK IYENGAR, RESPECTED WRITER & PLAYWRIGHTRITIK GHANSHANI, BOLLYWOOD ACTOR

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llmRiz831Qc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pdiwvbm0unE


CELEBRITY REVIEWS

SOUNAK SEN BARAT, CELEBRITY DESIGNER

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA8mbKkmiPA


PROFESSIONAL REVIEW

UK Film Review Gave a Huge Thumbs Up to the film

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWx2gMEtIcM


REVIEWS IN THE PRESS
“Raising awareness through Mein, Mehmood has the potential to impact so many lives 

positively”       ~ Ravinder Kaur, DesiBlitz, UK

“Prataya Saha’s short film travels to Toronto”       ~ Shilpa Anandraj, The Hindu

“Mein, Mehmood, an award-winning short film, throws light on how knowing English 

determines one’s social status”           ~ Sravasti Datta, The Times of India

“..this makes the movie a strong postcolonial work which investigates the persisting and 

ever continuing colonial hangover of the language for South Asians.”

                           ~ Tooba Towsef, Journalist, The Quint, Moneycontrol, Kashmir Observer

“Prataya Saha’s new short film attempts to capture the challenging lives of immigrants”

                                                 ~ Ayesha Tabassum, Senior Journalist, The Indulge Express

“The endnote of the film captures the plight of immigrants in one short phrase and urges 

you to rethink the purpose of language in our lives. Once again, Prataya spins a tale that 

is real, relatable, topical, and crisp.”

                                                ~ Ano Patel, Feature Writer, Ex-Journalist, Storyteller & Editor



AUDIENCE REVIEWS
“It gives a voice to the voiceless and acts as a beacon of hope for 

accurate representation of minorities in art.”

“Director Pratya Saha and crew deliver a remarkably accurate 

portrayal of the struggles faced by immigrants and the hardships 

they go through in a foreign land.”

“The lead actor does a great job playing the titular character of 

Mehmood”

“Truly a must watch for everyone who respects the truth.”



IN THE NEWS

https://www.indulgexpress.com/entertainment/cinema/2022/jun/18/prataya-sahas-new-short-film-attempts-to-capture-the-challenging-lives-of-immigrants-41573.html


IN THE NEWS

https://www.desiblitz.com/content/prataya-saha-talks-mein-mehmood-independent-filmmaking
https://www.thehindu.com/entertainment/movies/prataya-sahas-short-film-travels-to-toronto/article65752691.ece


IN THE NEWS

https://www.globalindian.com/story/filmmaker/prataya-saha-mein-mehmood/


IN THE NEWS

https://kashmirobserver.net/2022/06/11/of-mehmood-angrezi-and-immigrants/
https://twitter.com/theglobalindian/status/1552158654392041477


IN THE NEWS



OST - MAIN THEME - ‘THE IMMIGRANT’

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3q0LGfinhY4


ABOUT US
Black Book Media:

Based out of Dubai, this is a group of entrepreneurs and passionate creative 
minds who are enthused by the art of storytelling, especially when it 
communicates a deep social message. A hybrid fusion of creativity and 
entrepreneurship is thus at the core of this enterprise. Their expertise ranges 
from making award-winning short films to state-of-the-art Corporate Films, 
Branding Videos, Advertisements and Documentaries.  

Red Polka Productions:

Based out of Bangalore, India, Red Polka is a Bangalore based creative film 
production house that focuses on candid, powerful, moving and poignant 
storytelling, especially endeavouring to give our stories a human touch.  Six of our 
films have been selected in 85 international film festivals, including Oscar 
Qualifying, BAFTA Qualifying and Canadian Award Qualifying festivals, winning 23 
awards in 12 countries. They are also streaming on major OTTs like 
Disney+Hotstar, MxPlayer, Hungama Play, etc.



DIRECTOR, Prataya Saha
Prataya Saha is a multiple award winning independent filmmaker, Tedx 

performer, theatre director & photographer based out of India and UAE.

Prataya's directorial debut was ‘Anna's Weekend’ in 2016. Since then, he 

has made 12 short films with his films selected in 100+ film festivals 

around the world, winning around 26 awards, including the prestigious 

New York Asian Film Festival, Oaxaca Film Fest, IFFSA Toronto, VSAFF 

Vancouver, Cardiff International Film Festival, Chicago South Asian Film 

Festival, Oscar Qualifying festivals like Flickers' Rhode Island 

International Film Festival, Bengaluru International Film Festival, etc.

He was featured on The Week, the leading news magazine, twice in 

2021.

Over the years his work has been extensively covered and published in 

most National Newspapers including Times of India, The Hindu, Deccan 

Chronicle, Deccan Herald, The New Indian Express & The Economic Times.

.



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

Growing up in the 90s in India was like being in a potpourri of different 
cultures. The advent of cable TV brought the entire world to the living 
room for most people who could afford a TV. Slowly, watching western 
pop culture, songs, sports and educational programmes largely 
promulgated in the English language became an integral part of life.

Little did I realize then, that this was not so for a huge number of people 
and the answer lay in the socioeconomic divisions in a still-developing 
country of the size of a subcontinent.

“Mein, Mehmood”, shot entirely in Dubai, is a tribute to all those who 
were “left behind” by not putting effort into learning a language whether 
by circumstance or intention. It is a very honest effort over a span of 36 
hours, with the shoot spanning real locations as we wanted to be very 
authentic to the visuals.

 



Ozair Abdul Aleem as Mehmood

With over 25 years in the creative fields, Ozzy began his career as a copywriter in 

Sharjah. In 2009, he started his own marketing firm called ‘Bizinfo Street’ out of 

Bangalore, India. Later on, he’s helped other creative people start their own firms. He 

also has written lyrics for a couple of Indian singers. In this period, he’s also worked 

with the famous Indian singer ‘Lucky Ali’ and also on a collaboration between Lucky Ali 

and Israeli singer ‘Eliazor Botzer’.

Anshulika Kapoor as The Wife
Anshulika Kapoor is a multiple award-winning Actor, Producer and Tedx Performer 

from Bangalore, India. She started her journey as an actor on stage more than a 

decade ago. Since then she has been involved in multilingual theatre in India and been 

part of productions in English, Hindi, Bengali and Urdu. 

She mainly works in women centric films which have been screened in both national 

and international film festivals.



Sounak Sen Barat as The Customer

Sounak Sen Barat is a known name in the Indian fashion luxury and lifestyle industry. 

The Design Director and Founder of House of Three, who has worn different hats in 

his 20 years of professional journey- from theatre, playback, voiceovers, jingles, art 

direction, collaborative musical shows with the likes of Sabaa Azaad & Sanjeev 

Thomas- and is also working on his first solo art show.

The celebrities House of Three has styled include South Indian superstar Siddharth 

and Dulqer Salman, Samantha, Konkona Sen Sharma, Sabaa Azaad, Radhika 

Apte,, etc.

From design, brand creation, styling, art direction, to campaign direction, lifestyle 

curation, sustainability advocation, he's done it all. 



CREDITS
Directed by         Prataya Saha       

Written by                       Prataya Saha  

Director of Photography                       Abhishekh Saravanan 

Edit & Colour         Abhishekh Saravanan      

Sound Design                                        Apurv Prasanna     

Sound Engineer                                     Adrian Rodrigues

Original Score                        Karthik Bhandare 

VFX                                                          Ishir N Mehta

PR                                                   Neena Biswal



SUPPORTING CAST

The Wife Anshulika Kapoor                  

The Office Employee Prataya Saha

The Roommate                                            Mahammed Sabith Abbas

VO ARTISTS
The Customer                                                Sounak Sen Barat    

Office Manager                                       Bidushi Roy

The Roommate                               Madhavan Unni    



BEHIND THE SCENES



FAQs
How did you choose the shoot locations?

We were very sure we wanted the film to have an in-depth realism in it and give a true reflection of society as is, without any filters. Thus, it 
was imperative we shoot in locations that are as close to reality as possible. Since the protagonist is an immigrant we shot the film in a 
building where real immigrants stayed. The interiors and items in the immigrant quarters were kept as is, including the bedsheets, the pillow 
covers, the earphones, and the utensils, without any manipulation or dramatisation to give a true understanding of their lives and their 
surroundings.

The outdoors too were chosen after thorough research on the places the immigrants visit frequently.

How did you decide to cast Mr. Ozair as the lead?

Ozair is a very creative person, having been a writer for Sharjah TV more than a decade back. Due to his panache for writing, he is very 
observant and has a lingering sensitivity to his emotions. Thus, although he was not a seasoned actor I decided that the gamble of casting 
him might work as he might be able to understand and portray the sensibilities of the character of Mehmood that I have written. 

A couple of days of brainstorming and rehearsal before the shoot days and Ozair had already picked up the nerve of the character. The 
gamble paid off and I think he has been able to do justice to it.



FAQs
Who are your influences for this film?

I do not think I can pinpoint a particular filmmaker, personal experience or art form as my influences for this film as they are far too many. 
Overall I'd say the greatest influence of making this film has been very personal. I have been going to the Middle East region for work and 
leisure since 2014 and travelling by public transport made me come in contact with lots of immigrants who live and work there. Talking to 
many such amazing hardworking people on their way back home from their work and listening to their stories have helped shape this film. 

Where do you see the future of Independent filmmaking?

I think that it is evolving in the right direction for quite some time now and the advent of streaming platforms mushrooming all over makes it 
far easier for independent filmmakers to showcase their work than a decade earlier. I believe independent films will continue growing and 
probably will be quite commercially viable in the next few years blurring the lines between them and mainstream commercial cinema.

Why should people watch Mein, Mehmood ( I am, Mehmood)?

The film talks about a major subject that has not quite been talked about - how not being able to know a mainstream language like English is 
having a negative impact on the lives of immigrants, specifically Asian immigrants all over the world. The film has also been made with a lot of 
honesty and realism to paint a correct picture of the situation. I feel this subject should be talked about to bring out more inclusive 
conversations for a better future and watching the film and talking about it is a tiny step towards that.



CONTACT US
mediablackbook@gmail.com

red.polka.productions@gmail.com
+91-9686 452 102 (INDIA)
+971-588 202 710 (UAE)

mailto:mediablackbook@gmail.com
mailto:red.polka.productions@gmail.com

